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About This Game

Overview

Can you imagine having other people live inside your head?
The protagonist of this story, Dorothy Watson, is a 14-year-old girl who just started middle school. From the outside she looks

like a normal teenager but she has scars and pains that most children don’t have. Dorothy experienced trauma as a child and
developed dissociative identity disorder, commonly known as multiple personality disorder, which split her into several

personalities.

Alice, who’s as innocent as a child but sees things that others cannot.
Gretel, whose blinding rage makes her wary of everyone.

Cindy, always positive and outgoing, who doesn’t really like Dorothy for being an introvert.

If you don’t help her, Dorothy might not be able to adjust to her new life.
Fortunately there’s still hope. You have the power to talk to the different personalities including Dorothy, when Dorothy is

asleep. In her Dream Space, you can become the counsellor for Dorothy and the other kids. Use your power to integrate the split
personalities into Dorothy.

But do be careful! The personalities are very sensitive to your questions and answers. One wrong answer can drive the wedge
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between you and them, tearing the kids apart beyond repair. Dorothy’s life is in your hands and your choices will have direct
impact on her.

Remember only you can save Dorothy!

How to play

You will become a counsellor and talk to 4 personalities once per week in Dorothy’s dream. Counselling will begin after
Dorothy tells you about the events that happened to her in real life during that week. When Dorothy’s story is finished, you can
choose who you want to talk to. When you take your pick, the personality will start talking first and then you can choose how

you want to respond. Real life events as well as your responses to the personalities will determine Dorothy’s stress level and the
personalities’ integrity level. Your goal is to max out the integrity level for Alice, Gretel and Cindy before Dorothy’s stress level

maxes out.
This game has 6 endings in total. When you finish, you’ll get an illustrated cards for each ending that you can save and view in
the Archive. Play again to collect all the cards and discover all the unique real life events that happen to Dorothy and the kids!

Features

Become a counsellor for Dorothy, a 14 y.o. girl with dissociative identity disorder

Different storyline every time you play

6 unique endings for Dorothy and the kids

Over 300 answers and questions to choose from

Your answers will affect how the personalities grow and respond to future events

Stress / Integrity level will help you figure out how to handle each personality

Dreamy, otherworldly 2D graphic and music

Beautifully illustrated cards for each ending, and Archive to save them!
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best f1 game by codemasters ever haha

pros:
lap times are around 1,5-2 secs faster than the actual 2011 season
the ai go on different strategies (20% race @ india)
the ai also keep a gap, not too slow but not too fast
the handling feels amazing on a ps3 controller
controller support is spot-on
there is no \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t slowdown apart from gravel traps
the game runs well on my laptop
its also cheap af (c$16,99)
the cars are more unstable which adds to the simulation!!!
its a sim!!!!!! YES!!!!! dont waste ur $$$$$$$$$$$ on f1 2015!!!!
cons:
penalty system is bullcrap
damage is nowhere as impressive as assetto corsa

9,5\/10. I can't recommend this game enough. It looks like your average anime clickbait game that involves some lewdness for
quick sales. Something simple to pass a few hours I was expecting just that.

Instead I got a solid platformer with a shockingly deep storyline. The game has a strange almost lovecraftian feel to what's going
on and the plot itself is an interesting mystery with ruminations on different philosophical ideas. There are lots of delightful
little clues and touches spread throughout the game that build up what's going on.

I seriously had no idea what I was getting and am glad I bought this.. This is a cute little visual novella. It is one of a series of
four, that basically are each what in a traditional visual novel is a path. So basically, consider this as having chosen your path
first. Sakuya (you can rename her) is a young woman who... does not want to act girly. As such, when offered the chance to be a
test subject for her cousin's new attraction for women, she manages to convince him to let her try the other attraction... the one
geared towards men. In the first few moments, she finds herself trapped with one of the four other participants. In this title, a
young boy named Akio (who isn't really a young boy). Oh, and since she can choose her avatar, she chose to partake as a male.

There are three endings. The bad ending is unlocked if you make a wrong choice (one of which also unlocks an achievement
about a carrot). The neutral\/friendship ending depends on you choosing the lesser of two choices at the end of a stage. And the
good\/love ending is the better of those two choices. Oh, and choosing that better one also unlocks a small additional scene for
the story (and accompanying CGs).

The game is beautiful, at least for the time. I have a feeling this is one of the first products put out by this publisher, as it is a bit
rough around the edges.

Also, my suggestion would be to buy the East Tower Complete Edition. Especially as the last volume is almost three quarters of
the price of the bundle.... I get it is a joke game
I get it is a game you give for \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and giggles
But good god I have seen better collsion detection in bad rats
This is a 6 dollar hunk of trash that you should never even think of buying for a joke
It has two moves
Horse spinner-Literally spin any which way
Hay grind (or some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665- fly along these green lines that are brighter than the lights in this
game
Don't buy this anyway
it is awful
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. Couple of bugs, but very immersive.

My favourite part was throwing fish on the floor! :P

Otherwise an awesome game!
. I spent 2.2 hours too many on this "game" but the only good thing about this is the cards which is a long stretch even for 10
cent. It feels like a poorly rushed flash game.. I have quite a lot of rail products. Have run these trains today. found no problems.
They all run well.Yes there is no headlights. Yes No passenger view. But very good value for money. Recommend them. Do
read the manual. for the Class 73. you can find it. In the Manual folder, under BR Blue Diesel Electric Pack Manual.
Hope this was helpfull.. My god, the childhood memories with this thing... beautiful times. As a fan of stealth games I was
surprised by this one, a short game but really nice one. You play as a wolf which can sneak and smell. Simple mechanics. Has
trophies for different types of playthrough.
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Good for killing 3 hours of your day.. Cool game but quite short, would love to see some new levels.. Alien Hallway is a strategy
game that follows the tug of war formula presented in popular games such as Swords and Soldiers HD. Unfortunately for Alien
Hallway, the game contains bare minimum of features presented in a tug of war game.

The maps are hilariously small, with no branching paths. This means that for the majority of the game, you are left sitting on
your♥♥♥♥♥spamming buttons until either you or the alien opponent is defeated. There is no strategy involved in this setup,
the miners cost a whopping 10 energy which can be spammed right on cool-down in conjunction with whatever space marine(s)
you wish to summon.

The polish is absolutely abysmal in this game. Some aliens, specifically melee ones, do not have attack animations. They do
damage by simply running or walking into your soldiers. Along with low production value, the game appears to have
performance and frame-rate issues when there are too many soldiers and/or aliens on screen at once. This makes Alien Hallway
virtually unplayable in the endgame.

I pity the fool that spent money on this game. Yes I pity myself.. Always wanted to see MT-10 in the game but there is no
exhaust upgrade for it. Is there going to be an update or patch to add an exhaust upgrade?. Combat is better than witcher 3. Cute
little "Demo". I guess for now, my only complaint would be not having control of the Camera angle at all times. Makes for
clunky movement when you're limited to WSAD in many areas. Haven't ran into any bugs or glitches so far.
Definately worth taking for a spin since it's FTP.. A FREE DLC THAT GIVES YOU AMAZING NEW TROOPS TO KICK
THE ENEMIES INTO THE FETAL POSITION WITH?!

WHY HAVEN'T YOU INFORMED ME OF THIS BEFORE?!. Hands down one of my fave games on the Vive, sadly limited
in only having 3 levels - but each is of a decent length and for the average player will take a chunk of replayability time to get
through them on Normal difficulty. I wish it was a longer game and had more enemy variety - but even saying that I still think
this is one of my best purchases. Its essentially VR Time Crisis - in every positive way imaginable :) If you loved Time Crisis 2
in the arcades as much as I did, this will be sooooo your type of game ^^
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